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Secondary Stress based-Remaining Fatigue Life
Estimation of a Riveted Bridge Connection using
New Fatigue Criterion
P. B. R.Dissanayake and S. C. Siriwardane
Abstract: This paper presents a new method to estimate the remaining fatigue lives of riveted
connections of railway bridges. The proposed method mainly consists of secondary stress histories,
recently developed sequential law and fully known Wohler curve. It is essential to use the fully known
Wohler curve. Therefore the technique, which utilizes the transfer of the partially known code given
Wohler curve to a fully known curve, is also discussed. Initially the details of new damage indicator
based sequential law and it's proposed extension for multiaxial fatigue is described. Secondly the
remaining fatigue life of an existing riveted bridge connection is estimated by introducing a new
method. Hence validity and merits of the proposed method is confirmed by comparing the results with
previous methods-based fatigue lives. ·
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1. Introduction

However, secondary stress effect in riveted
connection between the primary members of
bridges was found to be one of main reasons for
fatigue damage [6]. Further it has been
identified that the rotational fixity of riveted
connection and the variation in the clamping
force of rivets [7] are the major causes leading to
fatigue cracking in riveted connection [1].
Therefore it is important to investigate
accurately the fatigue damage due to secondary
stresses at the riveted connections of existing
railway bridges. But, studies done in this area
are few and most of the approaches were based
on combination of secondary stress histories,
equivalent effective stress with Miner's rule [4]
and railway code provided mean fatigue curve.
The Miner's rule has always been
acknowledged as a simplification that is easy to
use in design where detailed loading history is
unknown. But under many variable amplitude
loading conditions, life predictions have been
found to be unreliable since it did not properly
take into account the loading sequence effect [810]. Therefore, it is uncertain to use the Miner's
rule for remaining fatigue life estimation of
railway bridges because most of the railway
bridges are subjected to variable amplitude
loadings. Recently, a new damage indicatorbased sequential law [10] was developed to

At present, rail authorities all over the world are
paying special attention to evaluate the
remaining fatigue life of riveted railway bridges,
since most of these bridges are nearing the end
of their design fatigue lives [1]. Most of the
present day fatigue assessment approaches of
railway bridges are generally based on
combination of primary stress histories under
actual traffic load [2,3], Miner's rule [4] and
railway code provided design fatigue curve
(also referred to as S-N or Wohler curve).

.

The primary stresses are usually determined by
the global analysis or experimental
measurement of real responses of the whole
structure. In such situations, it cannot easily
predict secondary stresses (stress concentration
effects) around the discontinuities such as
connections, notches or cracks especially in old
bridges. Therefore in the present approach, S-N
curves, which correspond to the detail class [5]
of riveted connection, are considered to capture
the fatigue damage due to the secondary
stresses near the riveted connection or
discontinuities. Even though, this detail class is
determined by considering the quality of the
workmanship, sometime it might give over or
under prediction to real secondary stress state.
As a result, fatigue lives estimated using the
code given design S-N curves exhibits
pessimistic results.
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Where au is the intercept of the Wohler curve
with the ordinate at one-quarter of first fatigue
cycle. Furthermore, it can be stated that, a)s the
ultimate tensile strength amplitude or range for
rotating bend test-based S-N curves and it is the
ultimate shear strength amplitude or range for
torsional fatigue test-based S-N curves.

capture the loading sequence effect of variable
amplitude loads more precisely.
Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to
estimate remaining fatigue life of a riveted
railway bridge connection due to the effect of
secondary stresses using the multiaxial
sequential law. In this approach, fully known SN curve is essential to use as the related fatigue
curve. The corresponding code provided mean
curves, which were relevant to previous
approaches, are partially known S-N curves.
Therefore the technique, which utilizes transfer
of the partially known Wohler curve to a fully
known curve, is discussed in this paper. Finally,
the paper presents comparisons of obtained
fatigue lives with the previous Miner's rulebased estimations.
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A new damage indicator based sequential law
[10] is used to obtain a more realistic fatigue life
for bridges. The hypothesis behind this fatigue
law is that if the physical state of damage is the
same, then fatigue life depends only on loading
condition. In the case of bridges, it can be said
that if the connection detail type and
environment are the same, only the loading
condition matters in fatigue.
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2.1 Description of the Model
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A detailed description of the damage stress
model and the definition of damage indicator, D,
is described in the corresponding paper [10].
Here only the concept is summarized with an
algorithm for comprehension (see flow chart
described in Figure 1). Suppose a part is
subjected to a certain stress amplitude or stress
range a, for n1 number of cycles at load level i
and N, is the fatigue life (failure number of
cycles) corresponding to a, (see Figure 2). The
residual life at load level i can be obtained as
(N,-n,). The stress a r,;,q which corresponds to the
failure life (N,�n,) is named as ?" level damage
stress amplitude or stress range (otherwise can
be introduced as stress amplitude or stress range
relevant to the residual life). Hence, the new
damage indicator, Di is stated as,
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Figure 1 - Flow chart for damage stress
based sequential law
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Figure 2 - Schematic representation of parameters in
Wohler curve
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considered in our study as directed in the
corresponding paper [10]. It basically consists of
transforming cyclic multiaxial stresses into
equivalent uniaxial stress (generally called as
effective stress which characterizes the
deformation of the material) amplitude or
range, which should generate the same fatigue
life as that due to the multiaxial stresses. The
equivalent stress amplitude or range is then
used to enter a uniaxial S-N curve to determine
the damage indicator Di of the sequential law.
The usual methods for making such
transformations are extensions of Von Mises
(octahedral shear stress) or Tresca (maximum
shear stress) yield criteria for proportional
loading conditions [8,10-12]. Here, Von Mises
yield criteria is used for the transformation and
multiaxial stress fields at critical locations were
considered in terms of equivalent von Misses
stress amplitudes or ranges. The steps followed
are briefly summarized as follows.

The same damage is then transformed to load
level i+ 1 and hence damage equivalent stress at
level i+ 1 is calculated using the relation,

= (l(i)eq - Cl; = (l(i+l)eq - (li+I
I

D.I

(2)
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Further simplification of Eq. (2), gives
................ (3)

where u'(i+t)eq is damage equivalent stress
amplitude or stress range at the level z+ 1. Thus
the corresponding equivalent number of cycles
to failure N'ri+IJRcan be obtained from the Wohler
curve as shown in Figure 2. uui+1is the amplitude
or range of applied stress at the level z+I and
suppose that it is subjected to number of cycles,
then the corresponding residual life at the load
level i+ l, Nri+IJR is calculated as,
N(i+l)R

=

N[;+J)R

-n(i+I)

.

(4)

• First select the mean S-N curve, which
represents no effect of the clamping force,
from the UK railway assessment code [13].

Hence the damage stress amplitude or stress
range ufi+JJei/' which corresponds to Nfi+l)R at load
level i+ l, can be obtained from the Wohler curve
as shown in Figure 2. Then cumulative damage
at load level i+ 1 is defined as,

D(i+l) _
-

.. . .. . .
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..

• The von Misses stress (effective stress)
histories due to passage of trains for critical
location are obtained.

(S)

• Then the von Mises stress histories are
converted into effective stress ranges and
effective mean stress by using the reservoir
counting method [5].

(Yu - (Yi+I

At first cycle the damage stress amplitude or
range u(i+JJeq is equal to applied stress u1 and
corresponding damage indicator becomes Di=O.
Similarly at the last cycle, the damage indicator
becomes D.=1 when u(Jtq is equal to a .
Therefore, the damage indicator is normalized
to one (Di=l) at the fatigue failure of material
and the same procedure is followed until Di=l.
Here, the defined fatigue failure is the time
taken to first through-thickness crack at the
location of maximum stress of the structural
component. In the case of railway bridge
components, it can probably be taken as the time
taken for initiation of crack near a connection
(rivet or bolt).
1

I

• The modified Goodman equation [8] was
used to do the mean stress correction of each
effective stress range. The effective stress
ranges were then transferred to equivalent
fully reversed uniaxial cyclic stress ranges.

U

• Finally the damage indicator Di was
obtained and the remaining fatigue life was
estimated for critical location by following
the procedure mentioned in sub section 2.1.
Here it is important to note that the described
procedure is applicable to critical points, which
are subjected to proportional loading conditions.
In other words it can be stated that this
procedure is applicable when the state of stress
is at the elastic limit for tension fatigue.

2.2 Proposed extension of Sequential law for
multiaxial fatigue
The described sequential law can be extended to
evaluate the fatigue damage due to multiaxial
stresses. For this extension, the simple as well as
the commonly used approach has been

I
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Figure 3-(a) Critical riveted connection of the main truss girder (b) Close view of the critical connection
and the critical member (c) Schematic representation of the critical member and
related areas for primanj and local stresses

3. Considered Riveted Connection of
a Railway Bridge

thickness. The residual tensile force in the rivet
and the compressive force in the plates balance
each other; i.e. called as clamping force.
Therefore the clamping force from the rivet
generates a complex tri-axial stress state in the
connected plate in the vicinity of the rivet hole
[7]. Finally the clamping force seems to be
affected by the mechanism of distribution of
stresses along the connection. Further the effect
of stress concentration, which corresponds to
high clamping force, is less than the low or n
clamping force condition. Therefore, in thi
section fatigue damage is evaluated based on a
criterion called critical state of stress due to
release of contactness of rivet while all the rivets
have low clamping force. When the rivet is not
properly in contact with the plate, particular
rivets tend to transfer less or zero amount of
total load, and this leads to produce unexpected
stress distribution around the riveted area. In
this stage other rivets, which carries the load, are
called as active rivets. The fatigue lives were
evaluated stepwise by reducing the contribution
of active number of rivets in the connection.

The considered riveted connection was selected
corresponding to a highly stressed member,
which was found from the detailed
investigation of one of .the longest railway
bridges in Sri Lanka [14]. Since this connection
shows the lowest remaining fatigue life of the
main truss girder, it was introduced as critical
connection of the truss. The selected connection
with highly stressed member is shown in Figure
3. The condition survey [14] reveals that there
are no visual cracks in any component of the
connection. In-situ measurements of member
sizes and connections verified the fact that the
existing drawings were applicable. Further it
can be said that comparatively the maintenance
work carried out on this connection thus far is
satisfactory.

4. Remaining Fatigue Life Evaluation
Remaining fatigue life evaluation of a
considered riveted connection is discussed in
this section and evaluations are especially based
on secondary stresses, which are generated
around the riveted connection due to stress
concentration effect of primary stress. The
considered secondary stresses are usually
subjected to multiaxial state of stress. To
evaluate the so-called secondary stresses, the
riveted area of the member has to be subjected
to further fine mesh FEM analysis.

4.1 Secondary stress evaluation
Since the considered criterion of this section
corresponds to the fatigue life when no or low
clamping force at the rivets as mentioned befor ,
only the critical member without rivets can b
considered as relevant geometry for secondary
stress analysis in this section. The nine-nod
isoperimetric two-dimension plane stre s
elements were used with general-purp
package SAP 2000 for the FE mesh as shown in
Figure 4. To represent the effect of no clampin r
forces in the rivets, the actual air gap restraint
conditions were applied to represent the
unilateral contact between rivet and plate. Th •
individual deformations of rivets due to loading
were not captured in this model. The unif rm

When a hot rivet is inserted into the hole of
plates in order to connect them and when the
second head is formed from the protruding
shank, the rivet gets shortened in length due to
cooling. However most of shrinkage of the free
rivets is restricted by the connected plates,
which consequently are compressed through the
105
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Figure 4: (a) Fine FE mesh (b) Maximum von Mises stress contour when all six rivets are active (c) Maximum
von Mises stress contour when five rivets are active (d) Maximum von Mises stress contour when four rivets
are active (e) Maximum von Mises stress contour when three rivets are active (f) Maximum von Mises stress
contour when two rivets are active

4.2 Determination of fatigue curve

tensile stress history, which has been obtained
from validated analytical model in detailed
investigation of the bridge [14 ], was used as the
external load of this analysis. The obtained
maximum stress contours are shown in Figure 4
for considered features of riveted connection
and it shows that maximum stressed locations of
all the cases are subjected to elastic state of
stress. Therefore, it can be said that this
connection is operating in elastic state of stress
with proportional loading conditions, even
though this bridge is subjected to various type
of rail traffic, distinct in weight and shape.

The suitable fatigue curve for this evaluation,
the mean S-N curve, which can be assumed to
represent the case of having a low or no
clamping force in the rivets, was obtained from
the UK railway assessment code for Wrought
iron material [13]. Further, it describes only the
fatigue behavior of wrought iron material and
the obtained fatigue lives from this curve show
50 % probability of failure. The chosen fatigue
curve only describes stress ranges, which
correspond to more than ten thousands of
failure cycles (usually called as partially known
Wohler curve). In the case of sequential law it is
essential to know the Wohler curve for the full
range of the number of cycles. Therefore the
chosen partially known Wohler curve, which is
mentioned under the UK railway assessment
code [13], was transferred to fully known
Wohler curve by using Kohout and Vechet
Wohler curve modeling technique [15]. The
obtained function and the geometrical shape of
the new fatigue curve are illustrated in Figure 6.

Since the proposed fatigue life estimation
technique (section 2) describes the stress field at
critical locations in terms of equivalent von
Mises stress, the von Mises stress histories at
critical location due to daily passage of trains
were obtained. Sample results due to heaviest
rail traffic are shown in Figure 5. The von Mises
stress histories are converted in to stress ranges
as mentioned in subsection 2.2 using the
reservoir counting method [5].

4.3 Fatigue life estimation

�--·

A new damage indicator based sequential law in
multiaxial fatigue (section 2) was utilized in this
section to obtain a more realistic service life for
the riveted connection. The calculated lives are
shown in Table 1 and the defined fatigue life in
this section describes the time duration from the
date when considered feature of riveted
connections appeared, to the date of fatigue
failure. Further it was considered that the
sequence and density of rail passage was similar
to the present period of operation .

Time(sec)

Figure 5: The von Misses stress histories at critical
locations due to heaviest rail traffic for each considered
features of riveted connection
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of the riveted connections appeared, to the dat
of fatigue failure as in previous sections. It is
important to note that all these lives have been
obtained by assuming all the rivets of connection
have no or low clamping force.
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The comparisons (Table 1) reveal that proposed
method based-results deviate from both previous
approaches and it shows less remaining fatigue
lives than other predictions. Further, it can be
seen that the lives of previous method 2 deviate
significantly from predictions of the other two
methods. Although these types of deviations are
particular to this bridge, it can be generally said
that loading sequence effect critically influence
the estimation of remaining fatigue life.
Additionally, it can be highlighted that the
modified fatigue curves with appropriate SCFs
are not able to capture the real fatigue damage
due to secondary stresses precisely.
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Figure 6: The mean Wohler curve for wrought iron
material (transferred to full range using the Kohout and
Vechet curve modelling technique)

5. Comparisons and Discussions
The proposed method-based estimated fatigue
lives were compared with two other previous
approaches. The descriptions of the previous
approaches are detailed below.
• Previous approach 1: This is based on
combination of secondary stress histories,
equivalent effective stress with Miner's rule
[4) and railway code provided mean fatigue
curve. Only a few applications has been
found in history.

Further, the obtained fatigue lives of all th
approaches (Table 1) reveal that the activ
number of rivets, which are able to transfer th
load, also changes the fatigue life significantly.
Generally, activeness of rivets may change with
the time in service condition of a bridge and
cause unexpected stress concentration near the
riveted area. Therefore, when inspection and
maintenance of the bridge is carried out, it is
very important to investigate accurately the
condition of connections wherever possible to
detect unexpected stress concentration,
especially in old bridges.

• Previous approach 2: This is based on
combination of primary stress histories,
Miner's rule [4) and modified code given
fatigue curve. The above code provided mean
fatigue curves are subjected to appropriate
stress concentration factors (SCFs) to obtain
hence the modified fatigue curves. The SCFs
are determined from the ratio of the
maximum principle stress (the proportion of
stress opening the crack) to maximum
primary stress of the critical member.

6. Conclusions
Application of the recently developed new
damage indicator based sequential law was
discussed in view of fatigue life assessment of
riveted connection. Handling of sequential law
in malti-axial fatigue of a railway bridg
connection were described. The fatigue damag
due to the secondary stresses of a riv t I

The fatigue lives, which are obtained from these
two methods, are compared with the estimations
made with the proposed method (see Table 1.).
The defined fatigue life describes the time
duration from the date when considered feature

Table 1: Fatigue life variation when active numbers of rivets are gradually decreasing while there is no eff I of
lamping force
Considered features of the riveted connection

All six rivets are active
Five rivets are active
Four rivets are active
Three rivets are active
Two rivets are active

Remaining Fatigue life from today (months)
Proposed method Previous method 1 Previous method
272
326
245
70
109
63
65
105
59
22.5
45.5
19.7
22.6
7.4
6.5
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F.W., "Fatigue life prediction under variable
loading based on a new non-linear continuum
damage mechanics model", Inf. Journal ofFatigue,
Vol. 28, No. 02, pp. 89-95,2006.

connection were considered and the
corresponding procedures were indicated.
Finally the study leads to highlight the major
conclusions as follows.

9.

The observation and the phenomenological
validity of the new damage indicator-based
sequential law tend to conclude that the
application of the sequential law-based
proposed approach gives much more realistic
remaining fatigue life of riveted bridge
connections where the detailed stress histories
are known. The obtained function and the
geometrical shape of this fully known design SN curve can be employed to assess the fatigue
damages of other wrought iron riveted bridges.

10. Mesmacque, G., Garcia. S., Amrouche, A., RubioGonzalez, C., "Sequential law in multiaxial
fatigue, a new damage indicator", Inf. Journal of
Fatigue, Vol. 27, No. 04, pp. 461-467, 2005.
11. Shigley, J.E., Mischke, C.R., Mechanical Engineering'
Design, McGraw-Hill, 1989, p. 306-311.
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Azari, Z., "A new non-local criterion in highcycle multiaxial fatigue for non-proportional
loadings", Int. Journal ef Fatigue. Vol. 29, No. 08,
pp. 1465-1474, 2007.
13. Network Rail, RT/CE/C/025, "Rail track line
code of practice: The structural assessment of
under-bridges", Rm! track, 2001.

Since this investigation has not captured the
effect of various type of micro structural
changes and the effect of nanoscopic damage
variables of particular material at highly
stressed locations, comparisons of above
approach with microsopic level fatigue theories
are being worked out.
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A.L.M., Herath, K.R.B., Dissanayake, P.B.R.,
Siriwardane, S.A.S.C., Adasooriya, A.M.N.D.,

Structural appraisal efrm/way bndge at cofombo over
kelani river, Engineering Design Center,
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